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In this work we study the joint transform correlator (JTC) optical encryption setup through the Wigner
function. We found analytical expressions for the spatial and spatial frequency extent of the encrypted signal.
Since the JTC is inherently an asymmetrical optical system, different expressions were found for each spatial
axis and for their associated spatial frequency axes. We also compare these results with the dual random
phase encoding technique. Finally, we found an analytical expression for the minimum separation between
channels that avoids crosstalk in a wavelength multiplexing JTC architecture.
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1. Introduction

Spatial optical techniques have shown great potential in the field of
information security to encode high-security images [1,2]. Among them,
the dual random phase encoding (DRPE) technique has received much
attention since it was proposed by Réfrégier and Javidi in the middle
1990s [3]. Since then, a number of works in the field were proposed
introducing different variations of this technique [4–13]. The DRPE
technique uses two randomphasemasks (RPM) in each of the input and
Fourier planes to encrypt the data, which results complex. Two main
drawbacks are usually attached to this technique: the need to use the
complex conjugate of the Fourier-planeRPMto recover thedata, and the
accurate optical alignment required —since the optical system is
holographic. Later, the joint transform correlator (JTC) optical encryp-
tion architecture emerged as an attractive option to the DRPE technique
[14]. The main advantage of JTC is that only the intensity of the
encrypted signal is necessary for decryption, which relaxes the
otherwise restrictive requirements for optical alignment in the system.
Further, the decryption is performed using the same key code, which
eliminates theneed toproduceanexact complex conjugate of thekey. In
order to increase the systemcapacity, these schemes can bemultiplexed
also in severalways [15–18]. As an example, wavelengthmultiplexing is

a technology that encrypts several images by using the same setup —

and generally the same key codes, but different wavelengths for each
image [15,16,18].

In an ideal optical system there is no limit for the space bandwidth
product (SBP). However, real optical systems indeed have a finite space
bandwidth, i.e. they can only handle optical information within specific
spatial andspatial frequency extents [19]. For this reason, the compute of
the spreading in both spatial and spatial frequency domains as an image
is encrypted becomes a very relevant subject [20–23]. Not only because a
wrong choice of apertures and bandwidths of optical systems will affect
the quality of decrypted data, but because pave the way for the
multiplexing possibilities of any encryption setup [22,23]. The Wigner
distribution function (WDF) proved to be extraordinarily well-suited to
perform this kind of analysis, because it gives the distribution of signals
energy in both space and spatial frequency simultaneously [19–26].
Hennelly et al. show how tracking the spatial and spatial frequency
extents in the DRPE setup through a matrix formalism based on the
WDF [21,22]. However – to the best of our knowledge – there is a lack of
this kind of analysis for the specific case of an optical JTC architecture.

In this work we found analytical expressions for the spatial and
spatial frequency extents of the encrypted signal along both spatial
axes through theWDF formalism. In this way the inherent asymmetry
of the JTC was also taking into account. We also compared the SBP of
the JTC versus the DRPE. Finally, we analytically found the minimum
separation between adjacent channels that precludes crosstalk in a
wavelength multiplexing encryption architecture.
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2. Theory of the WDF and the JTC

In what follows we assume that signals –e.g. u(x)– are bounded
within some finite region in the spatial and spatial frequency phase
space. Of course, this really means that we only take into account
(for the analysis purposes) the phase space where the optical power
of the signal itself, as well as its spectrum, is significantly a non-zero
function [19–22]. This is, let U(k) be the Fourier transform of u(x),
with k the spatial frequency variable associated to x—where from
now on a capital letter stands for the Fourier transform of the
corresponding function in lower case letter. Then, the following
relations should be satisfied: {u(x), U(k)}≈0∀ {|x|, |k|}N{Δxu /2,
Δku /2}, where Δxu and Δku are the total spatial and spatial frequency
extents of u(x), respectively. If E represents the total function energy,
i.e. E=∫

−∞
∞

dx|u(x)|2=∫
−∞
∞

dk|U(k)|2. Then, the condition expressed

before means that ∫−Δxu/2

Δxu/2
dx|u(x)|2=∫−Δku/2

Δku/2
dk|U(k)|2≈E [21]. The

WDF of a one-dimensional (1-D) signal u(x) is given by [19–26]:

Wu = W u xð Þf g x; kð Þ = ∫∞
−∞dx′u x + x′= 2ð Þu� x−x′ = 2ð Þexp −j2πkx′ð Þ;

ð1Þ

where j=√−1. Then, the WDF doubles the number of dimensions as
can be checked in Eq. (1). In the case of 2-D signals, the WDF is four
dimensional. However, much of our analysis will be done through 1-D
signals. Whenever the extension to 2-D be no trivial —e.g. due to an
asymmetry of the optical system, we will remark the differences
appropriately. In the following we also assume sufficient regular
sampling to ensure that aliasing effects can be assumed negligible
[25,26].

Fig. 1 shows, only for illustration purposes, a conventional JTC
optical encryption architecture [14]. The original image –whose
complex field we represent by u(x)– is bonded to the input RPM α(x),
and both are placed at coordinate x=−ε, whereas the key code h(x)
is positioned at coordinate x=ζ. The input RPM α(x) has uniform
amplitude transmittance. The complex-valued key code h(x) is the
inverse Fourier transform of a RPM H(k), which purely contains
random phase information, statistically independent of α(x) [14].
After transmission through a lens with focal length f, the encrypted
signal ψ(x) is obtained at the output plane. In a JTC architecture the
encrypted signal is optically recorded only in intensity, for this reason
it is usually called the joint power spectrum (JPS) [14].

By looking at Fig. 1 we distinguish two different processes as the
signal is progressively encrypted, namely: phase modulation with a
random phase mask (RPM) and –off-axis– optical Fourier transform
(OFT). In the space domain, and from a mathematical point of view,
the first process is a product between the signal u(x) and the complex

exponential associated with the RPM α(x), see Fig. 1. Regarding with
this, there is a property of the WDF especially useful: the multipli-
cation of two signals in the spatial domain implies a convolution in the
spatial frequency domain of their corresponding WDFs [20,22,23]:

Wαu = W α xð Þu xð Þf g x; kð Þ = ∫∞
−∞dk

′Wα x; k−k′
� �

Wu x; k′
� �

; ð2Þ
where Wα, Wu, and Wαu are the WDFs of α(x), u(x), and the product
α(x)u(x), respectively. From Eq. (2) the spatial extent of the product
signal becomes the spatial overlapping of the individual signals. Now,
let us assume that one of them it is completely contained in the spatial
extent of the other, then the spatial extent of the product signal can be
computed as the lesser quantity between both. On the other hand,
following Eq. (2), the spatial frequency extent of the product signal is
the sum of the bandwidths of the individual signals. Both effects are
summarized below as:

Δxαu = min Δxα;Δxu½ �;
Δkαu = Δkα + Δku;

ð3Þ

where Δxα, Δkα, Δxu, Δku, Δxαu, and Δkαu are the spatial and spatial
frequency extents of α(x), u(x), and α(x)u(x) respectively, whereasmin
stands for the lesser quantity between the square brackets. Now we
turn our attention to the second process, the OFT. An ordinary –i.e. on-
axis –OFT induces simultaneously a clockwise rotation by π/2 rad and a
scaling operation on both axes of the originalWDF [19–23,25,26]. In the
more general caseof anoff-axis lens performing anOFT, besides rotation
and scaling, it is superimposed a displacement in both axes of the phase
space. This can be described in matrix notation as follows [20]:

x′
k′

� �
=

0 λf

− 1
λf

0

0
B@

1
CA x

k

� �
+

ξ

ξ
λf

0
B@

1
CA; ð4Þ

whereλ is the lightwavelength, f is the focal lens, (x′, k′) and (x, k) denote
the transformedand the initial points inphase space, respectively, and ξ is
the off-axis distance – in the x direction – to the center of the lens. In this
way, the WDF resulting from an off-axis OFT can be decomposed into a
standard–i.e. on-axis–OFT–the 2×2matrix to the right in Eq. (4)–plus a
displacement along the phase space of the resulting WDF by x=ξ and
k=ξ/λf−the 2×1 matrix to the right in Eq. (4).

3. The SBP in the JTC optical encryption setup

Fig. 2(a) shows theWDFs in phase space for generic signals involved
in the JTC encryption setup. Some specific corner points (CP, from1 to 4)
of the WDF will serve us to characterize both the spatial and spatial
frequency extents. This figure should be read together with Table 1 that

Fig. 1. Optical setup of the JTC. u(x), α(x), h(x), and ψ(x) are the signal to be encrypted, the RPM, the key code, and the encrypted signal respectively, whereas f is the focal length.
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displays essentially the same information, but analytically, in this
way resuming the starting and final position in the phase space of
the CPs of the WDFs. We start in Fig. 2(a), which shows the WDF of
the tandem u(x)α(x) – i.e.WDFαu−, centered at a distance =−ε from
the origin. According to Eq. (3), its spatial extent Δxαu is given by the
overlapping of both spatial extents, and its total spatial frequency extent
by the addition of the individual bandwidths, see CPs 1 and 2 in Table 1.
To its right, we represented the WDF of the key code h(x) – i.e. WDFh,
centered at a distance x=ζ from the origin. The position of two CPs
(3 and 4) on the phase space for this figure was resumed in Table 1.
Then, the off-axis OFT, rotates, scales, and displaces each WDF; see
Fig. 2(b). In Table 1, it should be noted that CPs 1 to 4 where not
corrected in the xdirection by theoff-axes distances, just becauseEq. (4)
assumes that the original WDFs are centered, and it is the lens which is
off-axis at a distance ξ in the xdirection [20]. The position for the CPs1–4
after theoff-axisOFT (x′, k′) is givenat the bottomof Table 1, by applying
Eq. (4) to the startingpositions (x, k) givenabove in the sameTable,with
ξ=+ε for CPs 1 and 2 that belong to theWDFαu, and ξ=−ζ for the CPs
3 and 4 that belongs to WDFh, see Fig. 2(a). In this way, the encrypted
signal has a spatial extent along the x direction that can be computed as
Δxψ=max[Δx′h, Δx′αu], where max stands for the higher quantity
between the square brackets. By following Fig. 2(b), Δx′αu=x′1−x′2
and Δx′h=x′3−x′4. In this way, by replacing x′n in the preceding
equations with the values given by Table 1, we have Δx′αu=λf×
Δkαu=λf (Δkα+Δku) and Δx′h=λf×Δkh. In this way we arrive to the
following result for the spatial extent of the encrypted signal along the
x axis:

Δxψ = λf max Δkh;Δkα + Δku½ �: ð5Þ

Wecan followa similar procedure for obtaining the spatial frequency
extent of the encrypted signal by computing the spatial frequency
distancebetween any combination of CPs 1 and2 for onehandandCPs 3
and 4 for the other; see Fig. 2(b). Specifically, Δkψ=k′1−k′3, and by
replacing with the values obtained from Table 1, we arrive at:

Δkψ =
1
λf

1
2

min Δxα;Δxuð Þ + Δxh½ � + ε + ζ
� �

; ð6Þ

where Eq. (3) was used forΔxαu. Eqs. (5) and (6) determines the spatial
and spatial frequency extent at the output plane of the encrypted signal
in a JTC setup, respectively. In particular, Eq. (5) clearly shows the
importance of limiting in bandwidth both the RPM and key code, in
order to properly limit the spatial extent at the output plane. This
equation can be used in two different ways. First, given a setup where
the lightwavelength, focal length, and spatial frequency bandwidths for
the images, RPMs and key codes, are known; then Eq. (5) determine
the spatial extent of the JPS. The JPS is generally recorded into a
photorefractive crystal, whose refractive index change is proportional to
the fringe modulation depth. This property makes the crystal a suitable
device to record the JPS [27]. In this way, Eq. (5) determines the
minimum transversal length of the crystal without loss of information.
Second,we canfix theencrypted signal extension to a given valuewhich
coincides with the transversal length of an available optical recording
medium —in this way Δxψ is now known, and we can use Eq. (5) to
determine the maximum spectral bandwidth of the key code or RPM
that precludes a loss of information. To this end, some iterative
procedure could be followed for synthesizing RPMs [28] and key-
codes [29,30] withwell-defined bandwidths. On the other hand, Eq. (6)
express that theminimumspatial frequency bandwidth of an encrypted
signal is reached for smaller images placed preferably side by side to the
key code —in order to minimize the off-axis distances ε and ζ.

There is an inherent linking – typical of 2f systems like the JTC –

between spatial extents at the input plane and spatial frequency
extents at the output plane, for one hand, and spatial frequency
extents at the input plane and spatial extents at the output plane, for
the other. For this reason, the absence of offset along the y axis in the
input plane only modifies the expression for its corresponding spatial
frequency extent at the output plane, see Eq. (6). Therein, Eq. (5) can
be used also to describe the maximum spatial extent along the y axis
of the encrypted signal by replacing x by y, and k by the spatial
frequency variable associated to y. On the other hand, Eq. (6) must be
modified, since now the WDFs overlaps along the spatial frequency
variable associated to y. By following a similar analysis as we did in the

Fig. 2. WDFs of the involved signals at the input and output plane, (a) and (b) respectively, along the x axis and its associated spatial frequency coordinate k in the JTC setup.

Table 1
Spatial and spatial frequency coordinates of characteristic corner points before and
after the off-axis OFT in a JTC setup in the (x, k) phase space.

CP Spatial coordinate Spectral coordinate

Initial positions before the off-axis OFT
1 −Δxαu /2=−min[Δxα, Δxu] /2 Δkαu /2=(Δkα+Δku) /2
2 −Δxαu /2=−min[Δxα, Δxu] /2 −Δkαu /2=−(Δkα+Δku)/2
3 Δxh /2 Δkh /2
4 Δxh /2 −Δkh /2

Final positions after the off-axis OFT
1′ λfΔkαu /2+ε (1/λf )(Δxαu /2+ε)
2′ −λfΔkαu /2+ε (1/λf )(Δxαu /2+ε)
3′ λfΔkh /2−ζ (−1/λf )(Δxh /2+ζ)
4′ −λfΔkh /2−ζ (−1/λf )(Δxh /2+ζ)

4318 C. Cuadrado-Laborde, J. Lancis / Optics Communications 284 (2011) 4316–4320
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(x, k) phase space, we can conclude that the spatial frequency extent
can be expressed now by (λf)−1max[min(Δyα, Δyu), Δyh]. Generally,
the image, RPM and key code have equal extents in both axes, either in
space or spatial frequency coordinates, i.e. they are symmetrical.
Under this condition, the spatial extent of the encrypted signal is the
same in both axes, whereas the spatial frequency bandwidth is higher
along the spatial frequency variable associated to x. We will use this
particularity in the following section when we discuss the JTC under
wavelength multiplexing.

Now let us compare the space bandwidth product of the JTC with
the well-known DRPE technique, which we represent only for
illustration purposes in Fig. 3. In a DRPE setup, the input signal u(x)
is bonded to the input RPM α(x). Then both are OFT and transmitted
through a second RPM h(x), statistically independent of α(x). Next,
they are OFT again; at the output the encrypted –complex– signal is
obtained ψ(x) [3]. By following a similar analysis as we did for the JTC,
it can be concluded that the spatial and spatial frequency extents of
the encrypted signal can be expressed in the (x, k) phase space as [22]:

Δxψ = min Δxu;Δxα½ � + λfΔkh; ð7Þ

Δkψ = min
Δxh
λf

;Δku + Δkα

� 	
; ð8Þ

which can be usually reduced to Δxψ=Δxu+λfΔkh and Δkψ=Δku+
Δkα. Since the DRPE setup is symmetrical, the same pair of equations
also holds for the y axis and its corresponding spatial frequency
variable. In this way, in a DRPE setup the spatial extent of the
encrypted signal is proportional to the spectral bandwidth of the
Fourier plane RPM –h(x)– plus the spatial extent of the input signal.
On the other hand, its spectral bandwidth is the sum of the input
signal bandwidth plus the input RPM bandwidth. This establishes a
clear difference between both encryption techniques; since in a JTC
setup the spatial extent of the encrypted signal it is linked to the
spectral characteristic at the input plane, see Eq. (5). On the other
hand, the spatial frequency extent in a DRPE setup it is univocally
related to the spatial frequency extent at the input plane, whereas in a
JTC optical encryption setup it is linked to the spatial extent of the
same elements. These differences between both encryption setups

were resumed in Table 2. Below we will show through a numerical
example the differences in spatial extents between both encrypting
techniques under similar conditions.

4. The JTC wavelength multiplexing encryption and the WDF

A wavelength multiplexing procedure is generated in the JTC
encryption setup when n different signals un(x) are encrypted at
differentwavelengthsλn, which are optically recorded one by one at the
output plane [18]. The RPM α(x) and key code h(x) are kept after each
recording, i.e. they are not replacedwhena differentwavelength is used.
Each encrypted signal associatedwith eachchannel is stored in the same
medium, thereby generating the multiplexed JPS. In order to optically
record the several JPS in a single plane, an apochromatic optical system
can be used. It is apparent that the performance of a multiple image
security system will improve if crosstalk is avoided or at least
diminished up to certain threshold value. With this purpose in mind,
we apply the formalism derived in the preceding section to found the
minimum wavelength separation between adjacent channels that
avoids crosstalk in a given configuration. According to our previous

Fig. 3. Optical setup of the DRPE. u(x), α(x), h(x), and ψ(x) are the signal to be encrypted, the input RPM, the key RPM, and the encrypted signal respectively, whereas f is the focal
length.

Table 2
Comparison of the dependence of the spatial and spatial frequency extent of the
encrypted signals in the JTC and DRPE setups.

Setup Spatial extent of the encrypted signal
is a function of:

Spectral extent of the encrypted
signal is a function of:

JTC Spectral bandwidth at the input plane Spatial extent at the input plane
DRPE Spatial extent at the input plane+

spectral bandwidth of the key RPM
Spectral bandwidth at the input
plane

Fig. 4. WDFs of the involved signals at the output plane along the x axis and its associated
spatial frequency coordinate k in the wavelength multiplexing variant of the JTC setup.
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discussion, thehigher spatial extent along the x axis–due to the system's
asymmetry−, translates into a higher spectral extent into its corre-
sponding spatial frequency variable k. For this reason we will refer to
this axis exclusively throughout this section. Fig. 4 shows the generics
WDFs associated with two different signals un(x) and um(x), each one
encrypted at a different light wavelength λn and λm, respectively. In a
conservative approach, it could be considered that crosstalk is avoided
when the WDFs belonging to the different encrypted signals do not
overlap. This translates into the following condition along the spatial
frequency axis k, see Fig. 4.

nk + nk′3≥
mk + mk′1 ; ð9Þ

where super indexes denotes an specific channel. By replacing above
with the results derived in Table 1, nk=1/λn and mk=1/λm, we arrive
to the following inequality:

1
λn

− 1
λm

≥ 1
fλn

nΔxh
2

+ nζ
� �

+
1

fλm

mΔxαu
2

+ mε
� �

: ð10Þ

In this way, wavelength multiplexing is favored when the tandem
image-RPMandkey code are placed as close as possible—preferably side
by side in order to minimize nζ and mε, something which can be
intuitively appreciated also in Fig. 2(b). It should be noted also, the
relevant fact that crosstalk it is not influenced by the spectral content of
the input signal, but only for its spatial extents. For comparison
purposes, in the DRPE technique, the situation is clearly different, and
crosstalk it is strongly influenced by the spectral extent of the signals
at the input plane, see Eq. (8). Generally, images, RPMs, and key codes
have equal extensions and are indeed placed side by side, i.e. nΔxu=
nΔxh= nΔxα=2ε=2ζ. Further, thesedimensions are the same for every
channel, therefore we can omit in the following the use of the indexes
referring to the channel, except of course for the wavelength itself. In
this particular case, Eq. (10) reduces then to the simpler expression:

λm−λn≥
2Δxu
f−Δxu

λn: ð11Þ

In this way, small images processed with long focal lengths enable
a densest wavelength multiplexing. However using long focal lengths
also require using higher apertures, otherwise higher spatial
frequencies will walk off. Further, long focal lengths also induce
higher spatial extents on the encrypted signal, see Eq. (5), which in
turn requires using a wider optical recording material; therefore a
tradeoff between both must be reached.

We concludewith a short numerical example to gainphysical insight
about the results derived here. Let us use the same dimensions reported
in the experimental work developed in [17], in this way Δxu=
Δxh=Δxα=Δyu=Δyh=Δyα=4mm, ε=ζ=6mm, and f=100 mm.
The interference pattern is optically recorded at the output plane in a
photorefractivematerial with a transversal area of 8 mm×8 mmwith a
He-Ne laser (λ=632.8 nm). Since the spatial frequency bandwidths are
not reported neither for the image, RPM or key code, we can use Eq. (5)
to found the maximum admissible spectral bandwidth at the input
plane. To this end, we assume that the spatial extent of the encrypted
signal and the optical recording material are the same, in this way
Δxψ=8mm, which results in max[Δkh, Δkα+Δku]≤1.26×105 m−1.
This value could be used for an optimumdesign of the RPM [28] and key
code [29,30]. Now, let us compare the spatial extent of the encrypted
signal in this example with the DRPE technique, assuming the spatial
frequency bandwidth found above for the Fourier plane RPM, i.e.
Δkh=1.26×105 m−1. By using Eq. (7) we found Δxψ=12mm for the
spatial extent in the DRPE technique, which results longer than the
spatial extent in the JTC (Δxψ=8mm). This result is expected since in
the DRPE the light propagates twice the distance of a JTC (assuming the
same focal length). Next, by using Eq. (10) and the same spatial extents

mentioned above, we can found the closest neighbor wavelengths that
preclude crosstalk in a wavelength multiplexing encryption setup by
fixing λn=632.8 nm. There are two closest neighbor wavelengths
above and below this centralwavelength,which results in λm=539 nm
and 743 nm. In this way crosstalk is avoided by optically recording
the next images at a wavelength λm outside the range 539 nmbλmb

743 nm. It does no matter how spectrally different is the following
image to encrypt at the neighbor wavelength λm, but if we can assure
that it has the same spatial extent –or lower–, then it will be crosstalk-
free.

5. Conclusions

In this work we studied the JTC optical encryption setup under the
formalism of the WDF. We found analytical expressions for the spatial
and spatial frequency extent of the encrypted signal in both axes. Next
we compared these results with the well-known DRPE technique. We
found that the final spreading of the encrypted signal in phase space
domain behaves very differently in these encryption techniques, i.e. it is
a function of different parameters. These differences are mainly related
to the 2f character of the JTC as opposed to the 4f nature of the DRPE
technique. Next, we found an analytical expression for the minimum
separation between channels that avoids crosstalk in a wavelength
multiplexing JTC architecture. This result was compared also with the
wavelength multiplexing DRPE. The separation between channels is a
function of the spatial extent of the input signal for the JTC, whereas in a
DRPE is a function of the input bandwidth. The results derived here
could help decide the optimum encryption technique for a given
application. Future direction of this work could involve the WDF
analysis of the decryption stage of the JTC setup.
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